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This paper reports about a novel approach to the absolute intensity calibration of an electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
spectroscopy system. Typically, an ECE radiometer consists of tens of separated frequency channels corresponding to
different plasma locations. An absolute calibration of the overall diagnostic including near plasma optics and trans-
mission line is achieved with blackbody sources at LN2 temperature and room temperature via a hot/cold calibration
mirror unit. As the thermal emission of the calibration source is typically a few thousand times lower than the receiver
noise temperature, coherent averaging over several hours is required to get a sufficient signal to noise ratio. A forward
model suitable for any radiometer calibration using the hot/cold method and a periodic switch between them has been
developed and used to extract the voltage difference between the hot and cold temperature source via Bayesian analy-
sis. In contrast to the classical analysis which evaluates only the reference temperatures, the forward model takes into
account intermediate effective temperatures caused by the finite beam width and thus uses all available data optimally.
This allows the evaluation of weak channels where a classical analysis would not be feasible, is statistically rigorous
and provides a measurement of the beam width. By using a variance scaling factor a model sensitive adaptation of
the absolute uncertainties can be implemented, which will be used for the combined diagnostic Bayesian modelling
analysis.

PACS numbers: 07.57.Kp

I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave radiometers are applied in a wide range of
research areas, ranging from atmospheric physics1, radio
astronomy2 to nuclear fusion research3,4. A common way to
absolutely calibrate the radiometers is the hot/cold calibration
method, which uses two reference temperatures to determine
the calibration factors4, although often only a relative calibra-
tion with respect to a Michelson interferometer or a Thomson
scattering diagnostic is done5. Due to the amount of compo-
nents used in a radiometer it is challenging to get appropriate
uncertainties for each component up to the data acquisition
system (DAQ). Realistic uncertainties are especially impor-
tant for modelling of multiple diagnostics, as too small or too
big uncertainties will artificially shift the result.

In magnetically confined plasmas, electron cyclotron emis-
sion (ECE) is widely used to measure the electron temperature
with high spatial and temporal resolution. The significance of
the measurement is limited by the finite optical thickness of
the plasma and black body radiation statistics.

At the optimized stellarator Wendelstein 7-X6,7 (W7-X),
the Bayesian combined diagnostic modelling is done within

a)Electronic mail: udo.hoefel@ipp.mpg.de
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c)Members listed in R. C. Wolf et al. Nucl. Fusion 57, 102020 (2017).

the Minerva framework8. For the ECE system at W7-X, the
hot/cold method mentioned above is used, with the whole cali-
bration unit being located in the W7-X torus hall. A good esti-
mate for the uncertainties of the ECE radiometer calibration is
obtained by inverting the forward model of the calibration pro-
cess described in this paper. The implementation allows easy
automation of the whole calibration procedure given a calibra-
tion source making multiple reference temperatures available
in the torus hall. A hot source could also be used, as planned
for ITER9.

In plasma physics, it is typically the case that the mea-
surements of multiple diagnostics depend, at least partially,
on the same plasma parameters. To combine these measure-
ments optimally, Bayesian analysis of forward models is the
appropriate tool to use, as the classical, single diagnostic ap-
proach would neglect information shared between measure-
ments of different diagnostics. A very nice example of an ad-
vanced Bayesian analysis approach can be found at ASDEX
Upgrade10.

Sophisticated forward models of plasma ECE can be found
for example at ASDEX Upgrade, see Rathgeber et al.11 and
Denk et al.12,13, as well as at JET, see Schmuck et al.14,15.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
the ECE hardware setup at W7-X and the calibration proce-
dure, section III explains the Minerva concepts and classes
used to evaluate the obtained calibration raw data, section IV
shows results from a hot/cold calibration, section III B gener-
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alises the model such that it is in principle applicable to any
radiometer calibrated with a hot/cold source and a rotating
mirror and section V finally summarizes the results and dis-
cusses possible further enhancements.

II. HARDWARE SYSTEM

The ECE system at W7-X16 is measured at the outboard,
low field side of the torus at a toroidal angle of φ = 223◦.
At a toroidal angle of φ = 0◦ the magnetic flux surfaces take
on the shape of a bean, similar to the magnetic flux surfaces
shown in figure 1, but symmetric around a horizontal cut at
z = 0. Here, a sightline of the ECE truly perpendicular to
the magnetic flux surfaces could be achieved. However, as
the electron cyclotron resonance heating heats the plasma in
these symmetry planes, the plasma center would not be acces-
sible for ECE measurements. Thus, the ECE line of sight was
chosen to have also a small toroidal component, while still
near the bean shaped plane; due to the fivefold symmetry of
W7-X, φ = 216◦ corresponds to φ = 0◦. As a consequence,
the ECE does measure a Doppler shift, and refraction plays a
role for higher densities. However, the sightline has been op-
timized to reduce the influence of both these effects as much
as possible17. A schematic representation of the whole setup
is shown in figure 1, wherein the vacuum magnetic flux sur-
faces are shown for the standard magnetic configuration. A
wideband optical Gauss telescope system with a 1/e2 beam
intensity width of approximately 20mm is used. The varia-
tion of the width over the sightline in the plasma (±2mm)
can be considered small. Exactly the same optical system in-
cluding the vacuum windows is used below the W7-X experi-
ment in the calibration unit, which is explained in more detail
in section II A. The only difference between the two optical
systems is the small tilt of the last plane in-vessel mirror to
achieve a sightline perpendicular to the magnetic flux surfaces
to suppress Doppler shift contributions. Instead of the inner
plasma vessel, the calibration unit has its sightline leading to
a steadily rotating, gold-coated mirror, which is surrounded
by a highly microwave absorbent foam (ECCOSORB R©) at
room and liquid nitrogen temperature, see also figure 4. A
detailed comparison of the in-vessel and calibration unit op-
tics can be seen in figure 2 measured by performing a hot/cold
calibration with each optical system setup in the lab with a
short transmission line, and comparing the respective bit dif-
ferences. Measurements on subsequent days yielded no drifts
of the systematic differences. To clarify whether drifts on
long timescales occur these measurements will be repeated
in the future. A wire grid separates the incoming radiation in
X and O mode, for which two separate but similar transmis-
sion lines exist. An oversized waveguide of approximately
23m length, including two tapers, 11 mitre-bends and one po-
larization tuner transmits the radiation from either the cali-
bration unit or the plasma to the detection system outside the
torus hall, allowing easy access during operation. The overall
loss of this transmission line is 13.3dB. The polarization tuner
allows to adopt the mode to the radiometer input. Cross po-
larization coupling is on the order of 1% to 2%. A calibrated

noise source can be selected by a waveguide switch instead of
the transmission line, which allows to calibrate with a higher
signal to noise ratio at the expense of not taking the influence
of components in front of the noise source switch into ac-
count. A Bragg reflection notch filter with at least 55dB inser-
tion loss within (140±0.5)GHz and approximately 5.3dB in-
sertion loss outside was used to block non-absorbed 140GHz
electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) radiation18. Af-
terwards, the signal is down-converted to 4GHz to 40GHz
via a phase locked loop (PLL) stabilized local oscillator (LO)
at 122.06GHz19. Via power dividers the power is split into
32 channels, which subsequently are band-pass filtered with
center frequencies between 4.4GHz and 39.6GHz and a band-
width of 0.25GHz ≤ ∆ f ≤ 1.4GHz, chosen to adapt the ra-
dial resolution to the expected typical optical thickness of the
plasma resulting in a resolution in real space between 0.5cm
and 1.5cm17. After that, the signal passes through predetec-
tion amplifiers and the detection diodes. Highly linear post-
detection amplifiers with a variable gain and an adjustable
DC offset allow to choose a reasonable signal amplitude for
each plasma discharge, therefore making maximum use of the
range of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Subsequently,
a low-pass filter with a 3dB point at 550kHz determines the
maximum temporal resolution and ensures that no aliasing
occurs. Finally, a 16bit ADC with a sampling rate of up to
2 megasamples per second is used, before the data is stored in
the central, immutable W7-X database by the data acquisition
system (DAQ).

A. Calibration Unit

Many ECE radiometers that are absolutely calibrated
use a rotating blade to switch between two reference
temperatures5,20. Another method to switch between the ref-
erence temperatures is given by a rotating mirror, as described
by HartfuSS et al.4, and is sketched in figure 4. The advan-
tage of these two methods in contrast to just recording data at
one reference temperature for several minutes and then at an-
other reference temperature for several minutes (both without
using a chopper) is the decreased sensitivity to drifts of the
measurement signal, which, if the drifts are not strictly linear,
would change the ratio of the bit signal corresponding to the
reference temperatures over time. The rotating mirror and the
subsequently applied conditional averaging act as a bandpass
which suppresses drifts on timescales larger than a rotation pe-
riod, as the drifts correspond to a low frequency contribution.
As drifts on timescales > 10s are not negligible at W7-X (see
figure 3) despite having the electronics in a temperature con-
trolled rack, the rotating mirror method has been chosen for
W7-X as the temperature control allows only for temperature
stability on the order of 1K to 2K. The advantage of the rotat-
ing mirror over a rotating chopper lies in the better symmetry
of the intermediate temperatures that are measured when radi-
ation from multiple radiation sources at different temperatures
is collected. It should be noted that drifts on the magnitude ob-
served here pose a considerable problem for long term plasma
operation – either further measures to suppress drifts have to
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the ECE diagnostic system at W7-X. The black lines around the shown magnetic flux surfaces indicate the
vessel cross section. For a detailed description see section II.
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FIG. 2. Factors and estimated uncertainties required to match the
rough estimated sensitivities from a hot/cold source calibration. This
measurement has been obtained using the in-vessel optic in a lab
setup, measuring each channel separately. The origin of the devi-
ations is currently not understood. Tests do not indicate an origin
caused by standing waves.

be taken, or a regularly repeated offset determination within
a discharge has to be performed. For W7-X, it is planned to
repeatedly close the shutter in the planned 30min plasma dis-
charges to correct the offset.

The calibration unit of W7-X contains a gold-coated brass
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FIG. 3. Example of the drifts of an ECE channel during a few min-
utes. One can see a notable drift of the average signal, thus measuring
hot and cold temperatures separately for several minutes would yield
considerably larger uncertainties if the drifts are not strictly linear.
Channel 10 has a signal difference between the two reference tem-
peratures of around 4.7mV. Only every 1000th point is shown.

mirror rotating with approximately 3.6Hz, see figure 4. Ar-
ranged cylindrically around the mirror, a microwave absorber
guarantees a black body emitter at room temperature TRT,
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FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the ECE calibration unit. Not shown is
the optical system between the rotating mirror part of the calibration
unit and the microwave antenna, which is identical to the invessel
optical system. The path that is “seen” by the microwave antenna is
shown in light orange. The microwave antenna is characterized by
a Gaussian beam. The beam is reflected at the gold-coated mirror
and finally “sees” either room or liquid nitrogen temperature, the lat-
ter being produced by a liquid nitrogen tank underneath the rotating
mirror. Due to the finite size of the beam, the effectively measured
temperatures are smeared out at the hot/cold edges, as different parts
of the beam “see” different temperatures.

which is kept at (294.45±3.5)K in the torus hall. However, a
small part at the lower side of this cylinder is cut to allow the
observation of a stainless steel container thermally insulated
by styrofoam. The inner wall of the stainless steel container
is lined with a microwave absorber. The cold reference tem-
perature is not directly given by the temperature of the liquid
nitrogen, TLN2 = (77.2 ± 0.5)K, as water vapour (assumed
to be at TH2O = (280± 10)K with an uniform emissivity of
0.01 < εH2O < 0.03) accumulates above the liquid nitrogen
reservoir. Moreover, the temperature of the mirror needs to
be taken into account (corresponding to room temperature de-
scribed above, with an emissivity 0.01 < εmirror < 0.03). This
leads to an effective temperature difference between the hot
and the cold source of about 205K that is used in further cal-
culations. Details in the effective temperature estimation are
given in section III B.

III. CALIBRATION MODELLING

To obtain the physical quantities that are of interest for the
evaluation of an ECE calibration, namely the calibration fac-
tor of each individual channel (that is the inverse sensitivity)
and the effective beam width, the calibration procedure itself
is modeled. To evaluate multiple ECE channels in a consistent
way, a forward model predicting the different channel sensi-
tivities has to be used. Using Bayes’ formula21 the sensitivi-

ties and the effective beam widths can be inferred by

P(F |D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
posterior

=

likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(D|F)

prior︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(F)

P(D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
evidence

, (1)

wherein P(·) represents a probability, F the free parameters
to be inferred and D the data. A priori knowledge about the
free parameters is encoded in the prior probability distribu-
tions. The probability of the measured data, given the free pa-
rameters, is called the likelihood. The normalization factor in
the denominator, often called evidence, is important for model
comparison. The posterior is the term we want to calculate,
as it yields the probability distribution of the sought-after free
parameters given the data. As the evidence does not change
the shape of the posterior, one can neglect that term if one is
not interested in comparing models explicitly, for which the
different models would have to be normalized with a penalty
on complexity (that is, by applying Occams razor).

A. Graphical Models

Graphical models are a powerful tool to describe the con-
ditional dependency structure of a probabilistic model22. A
Minerva graphical model is a Bayesian network, more pre-
cisely, a directed acyclic graph. It consists of nodes, which
are connected via arrows, that are used to evaluate, for ex-
ample, the calibration processes in dependence of their parent
nodes. The nodes can be either deterministic (the rectangles in
figure 6) or probabilistic (for example the uniform and normal
prior probabilistic nodes shown in blue in figure 6). The edges
specify explicitly the dependencies that a node has on other
nodes. Together, the model encodes the whole joint probabil-
ity of the model and the data. Minerva is a Java based gen-
eral Bayesian modelling framework used among several other
large scale experiments around the world, for example at the
Joint European Torus23 (JET) and the Mega-Ampere Spher-
ical Tokamak24 (MAST) and, as the main inference frame-
work, at W7-X. The models in this paper are constructed
within this framework, and also evaluated within it, as Min-
erva offers numerous different techniques for inversions, such
as maximum a posteriori (MAP) and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods. Do note that these models can be
used to generate sample predictions that may be used for ex-
ample for neural net training sets25.

A correction factor α allows to scale the variance to obtain
the most probable uncertainties for the prediction. As α is a
free parameter that changes the variance, α is a hyperparam-
eter, as different uncertainties correspond to different models.
The explicit expression, for uncertainties following a Gaus-
sian distribution, is given by

P(D|p,α) =
1√

2πασ2
exp
(
− (D−F(p)2

2ασ2

)
, (2)

with P(·) the probability, D the observed data, p other free
parameters, α the factor that scales the variance, σ2 the vari-
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ance and F(·) the forward function. However, using α does
not imply that no effort in increasing the understanding of un-
certainties should be made.

For comparison of different modelling approaches, differ-
ent descriptions of the calibration process were implemented.
The following properties of the model have been combined,
creating a total of eight structurally different models: i) Eval-
uation of individual channels respectively multiple channels
simultaneously (indicated from here on with the keywords
’single’ respectively ’multi’), ii) with and without the use of
a channel specific scaling factor αi to scale the variance of
the observed conditionally averaged signal and iii) by having
a channel specific beam width or a beam width fixed for all
channels by a scaling following

w( f ) = w(140GHz)
√

140GHz/ f , (3)

as expected from broadband Gauss telescope optics, indicated
from here on with the keywords ’shared’ respectively ’indi-
vidual’. It should be noted that technically the models with
a variance scaling factor αi describe a continuum of assumed
uncertainty models.

The advantage of evaluating all channels simultaneously
is the consistency gained for channel independent parame-
ters, namely the beginning and ending of the hot tempera-
ture source, and, depending on the model, the beam width.
The disadvantage that comes with evaluating multiple chan-
nels simultaneously lies in the curse of dimensionality – the
evaluation time increases notably. Exemplarily, the graphi-
cal model for the multiple channel case with scaling factors
αi and channel specific beam widths is shown in a simplified
way in figure 6.

The single channel evaluation will be compared with the
multi channel evaluation in section IV. The evaluation strat-
egy in general is the following: first get reasonable estimates
for the starting parameters via the datasource, then do a max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) inversion (for example using the
Hooke and Jeeves pattern search algorithm26), of which the
result in turn is used as a starting point for the MCMC in-
version with a sufficient burn in and an adaptive Metropolis
adapter27 that is deactivated once the MCMC chain is sta-
ble. The burn in is a period at the beginning of an MCMC
in which all samples are discarded from further analysis. It
is not strictly necessary, but it helps in the interpretation of
the result, as otherwise, if one starts in an unlikely position
of the posterior distribution and does not run the chain long
enough, the result will be biased towards these unlikely val-
ues. Do note that the MCMC in use is essentially a black box
MCMC, thus the only way to ensure convergence instead of
just pseudo-convergence is by using sufficiently long runs28.
Therefore, all MCMCs have been run with a burn in of at least
1 million iterations, until the MCMC traces of the free param-
eters did not show notable drifts of the running average of the
logarithm of the probability density function. All MCMCs ran
so far show convergence after at most 800000 MCMC itera-
tions, the single channel evaluations typically after less than
10000. This allows for a realistic estimation of the uncer-
tainties of the drop of the measured signal associated with the
decrease in radiation temperature as produced by the switch
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FIG. 5. (a) shows the logarithm of the probability density function
of an MCMC chain of the full model with variance scaling factors.
(b) and (c) show the MCMC chain of the calibration factor η

−1
23 and

the variance scaling factor α23. One can see that the values do not
show jumps to a notably different phase space part, indicating that
the chain converged. Only every 100th point is shown to keep the
plot data volumes at a reasonable size.

from room temperature to the cold temperature. The loga-
rithm of the probability density function, which is a measure
for how probable a specific realisation is, of an MCMC chain
of the full model, and example plots of each the calibration
and scaling factor traces are shown in figure 5.

B. Model for W7-X

To calculate the temperature difference between the room
temperature, TRT, and the effective cold temperature, one
needs to take the influence of the water vapour emissivity,
εH2O, and the mirror emissivity, εMirror, into account. The
effective temperature after the radiation passes through the
water vapour (at TH2O) forming above the liquid nitrogen (at
TLN2 ) is calculated via

T vapour
eff = TLN2 + εH2O(TH2O −TLN2). (4)

The effective cold temperature after the mirror is given by

T cold
eff = T vapour

eff + εmirror(T hot
eff −T vapour

eff ). (5)

The emissivity of the mirror only adds to the effective cold
temperature and not the effective hot temperature, as the mir-
ror is already at the same temperature as the effective hot tem-
perature. In case the hot reference temperature would be at
a temperature different from the mirror temperature it would
have to be taken into account there as well. Note that this
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works because the signals are recorded in the frequency range
where the Jeans law approximation holds. This allows the
calculation of the channel specific calibration sensitivity (re-
spectively, the sensitivity ηi scaled with the attenuation and
postdetection amplification as chosen for this channel during
the calibration)

η̃i =
∆si

∆Teff
=

∆si

T hot
eff −T cold

eff
, (6)

wherein ∆si represents the signal change in bits caused by the
temperature difference ∆Teff. The index i denotes the chan-
nel specific parameters. Moreover, the channel specific ex-
pected effective temperature, depending on the mirror posi-
tion, is given by

Teff,i(ϕ) =

∫
T̂eff(ϕ̂)gϕ(wi, ϕ̂,ϕ)dϕ̂∫

gϕ(wi, ϕ̂,ϕ)dϕ̂
, (7)

where T̂eff is the effective temperature at a given mirror po-
sition without taking the finite width of the Gaussian beam,
defined by the horn characteristic, into account,

T̂eff(ϕ̂) =


T cold

eff for ϕ̂ < ϕ
geo
1

T hot
eff for ϕ

geo
1 ≤ ϕ̂ ≤ ϕ

geo
2

T cold
eff for ϕ̂ > ϕ

geo
2

, (8)

and gϕ the weight of each T̂eff assuming a perfect Gaussian
beam horn characteristic. The start of the hot source phase of
the signal is described by ϕ

geo
1 , the end by ϕ

geo
2 (see figure 4).

The beam width of the microwave antenna characteristic is
denoted by wi.

This in turn allows to predict the measured bit signal in de-
pendence of the mirror angle,

f pred
i (ϕ) = Teff,i(ϕ)η̃i. (9)

In practice, it can be useful to subtract the mean of the pre-
dicted signal to avoid dependencies on the effective tempera-
tures where not necessary, see appendix. The observation con-
sists of the conditionally averaged and binned signal f meas

i (ϕ)
in bit and the variance scaled by a factor αi.

The calibration factor is given by

1
ηi

=
λibiGi

η̃i
10−(RRF+RIF)/10. (10)

This takes the following quantities into account: The mea-
sured differences between the invessel and calibration optics,
λi, the measured bit to volt conversion factor, bi, the post de-
tection amplification chosen during calibration, Gi, the setting
of the waveguide attenuator right in front of the radiometer
in decibel, RRF, and the setting of the attenuator at the in-
termediate frequency device in decibel, RIF. For calibrating
plasma measurements one needs to rescale this factor with the
appropriate gains and attenuator settings used during the mea-
surement. The reason for including this branch in the model is
twofold: i) it allows direct extraction of the sought after quan-
tity, without having to implement separate uncertainty prop-
agation for λi and bi and ii) preparing for future evaluations
of multi diagnostic calibration factors, in which case one can
simply extend this branch by supplying ECE raw plasma data
to get an electron temperature profile that can also be sup-
plied for example via Thomson scattering29. This would not
be a simple cross calibration, but would rather combine the
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diagnostic specific calibration models and their corresponding
plasma forward models, thus taking all information optimally
into account. The calibration factors obtained that way are
inherently consistent within the frame of the model.

In the Bayesian formalism this leads to (for the model
shown in figure 6)

P(ϕgeo,∆s,w,α|D̃) =

P(D̃|ϕgeo,∆s,w,α)P(ϕgeo,∆s,w,α)

P(D̃)
, (11)

with

ϕgeo = (ϕ
geo
1 ,ϕ

geo
2 ), (12)

∆s = (∆s1, . . . ,∆sn), (13)
w = (w1, . . . ,wn), (14)
α= (α1, . . . ,αn), (15)

D̃ = (DECE,1, . . . ,DECE,n), (16)

where n corresponds to the number of ECE channels, ϕgeo to
the angles at which the central line of sight switches from the
hot source to the cold source and vice versa, ∆s to the chan-
nel specific change in the bit signal observed when switching
the temperature sources, w to the channel specific Gaussian
beam width, α to the channel specific variance scaling factors
and D̃ to the channel specific conditionally averaged measured
data. The conditional averaging is done in the following way:
First, the average number of data in one mirror rotation is cal-
culated. The time series is then split at each falling edge of
the chopper signal. The resulting individual rotation measure-
ments have their mean removed, are rescaled and sorted into
the number of bins determined in the first step. Finally, divid-
ing by the number of rotations yields the conditionally aver-
aged data required for the analysis. Due to the small signal
to noise ratio of the raw data, many rotations of the rotating
mirror need to be acquired to extract enough information for
meaningful results. Note that the other models differ, for ex-
ample by not using the variance scaling factors.

C. Generalised model

The model described previously uses some simplifications
that can easily be dropped to generalise the model. For in-
stance, one can drop the assumption that the problem is one
dimensional and that there are only two reference tempera-
tures. This allows easy extension to three (or more) refer-
ence temperatures for example by adding a hot ceramics hot
source. Switching to cylindrical coordinates is a sensible ap-
proach for a geometry similar to the one presented here, thus
introducing z along the horizontal axis of the cylinder shown
in figure 4, and r as the radius. Assuming i × j reference
temperatures leads to a definition of the effective tempera-
ture T̂eff(ϕ̂, ẑ)= Teff,i j, where Teff,i j is the effective temperature
valid for ϕ

geo
i ≤ ϕ̂ ≤ ϕ

geo
i+1 and zgeo

j ≤ ẑ ≤ zgeo
j+1. The second di-

mension is represented by ẑ. As in the model described above,
Teff,i j can be the result of multiple layers contributing to the

effective temperature at the selected coordinates, such that a
dependency on r might occur as well. The calibration sensi-
tivity η̃(T ) does not necessarily have to be linear, however,
one will have to use free parameters for the temperatures and
emissivities in this case, as the prediction will no longer be
independent of these parameters. In general, any instrument
function g can be used to calculate the appropriate weighted
effective temperature that the radiometer would see by look-
ing at (φ ,z), therefore

Teff(ϕ,z) =
∫∫

T̂eff(ϕ̂, ẑ)g(ϕ̂,ϕ, ẑ,z)dϕ̂ dẑ∫∫
g(ϕ̂,ϕ, ẑ,z)dϕ̂ dẑ

, (17)

which in combination with the calibration sensitivity allows
the calculation of the prediction.

D. Limitations

Practical limitations are given for example by the number
of bins as well as the number of channels. If the sampling
rate notably exceeds 1kHz the evaluation slows down con-
siderably as well, as the data that has to be loaded for the
preprocessing increases accordingly. A practical number of
bins can be determined automatically, which gives a value
close to the average number of data points per mirror rota-
tion. As there are computationally expensive steps involved
for each bin, increasing the number of bins also leads to an
increase of required computation time. The full 98D model
includes all 32 channels and the scaling of the variance, and
takes roughly 230 hours with a Intel R© Xeon R© CPU E5-2660
v4 @ 2GHz on a virtualized linux server. By evaluating each
channel independently the required CPU time is reduced to
about 21 hours, such that with full parallelization the evalua-
tion time can go down to around 40 minutes. This simplified
model comes at the price of a generally smaller consistency
and larger uncertainties for the weaker channels. However,
the differences are negligible for reasonably strong channels
(differences in the calibration factor are typically below 1%).
For weaker channels the difference can reach about 10%. This
is due to the stronger channels keeping the geometrical factors
more or less fixed, such that the impact on channels where the
geometrical information is more concealed in noise profit the
most. The single channel evaluation routine provides a prag-
matic approach to obtain calibration factors if time require-
ments prohibit the full model use.

IV. RESULTS

A typical excerpt of the calibration timetrace for a sensi-
tive channel can be seen in figure 7b, while the corresponding
chopper signal is shown in figure 7a. There are three points to
consider: i) the chopper signal does not correspond to the full
width of the cold phase, the real hot/cold duty cycle is approx-
imately 0.2, given by the calibration unit geometry, increas-
ing that value further would require a significant modification
of the calibration unit, ii) even for the most sensitive channel
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FIG. 7. (a) shows the chopper signal measured by a photo diode, (b)
the raw signal of channel 23, which is a sensitive channel. The signal-
to-noise ratio is typically of the order of 1/50. The background signal
results from the broadband noise of the IF amplifiers right after the
mixer, subsequently measured for each frequency bin by the detector
diode.

the signal difference associated with the chopper channel can-
not be seen directly, confirming that more elaborated analysis
techniques are necessary and iii) no relevant drift within one
rotation period can be observed. As said before, notable drifts
were seen in some cases on timescales on the order of 10s (see
figure 3). The conditional averaged signal in figure 8 supports
the conclusion that there is no relevant drift within one period.
The blue curve in figure 8a) corresponds to the measured and
subsequently conditional averaged signal of the strong chan-
nel 23, f meas

23 (ϕ), while the orange curves are samples from
the graph that has been set to the mean values obtained from
the previously run MCMC inversion, so these are the predic-
tions, f pred

23 (ϕ). Correspondingly, figure 8b) shows the weakly
sensitive channel 11. It is important to note that these samples
are calculated from the model that allowed the scaling of the
prediction variance. Each orange point in figure 8 corresponds
to a predicted effective temperature scaled by the calibration
sensitivity, with the offset of a whole period being removed.

The measured bit values at each ϕ value are illustrated in
figure 9, where the bit values have been scaled to represent
voltages. It should be noted that the uncertainties on the volt-
age axis are scaled with the channel specific variance scaling
factor α . For the sake of clarity error bars are only shown in
the intermediate temperature range. The orange curve shows
the sensitivity with its uncertainties as calculated from the
graphical model. Remaining deviations might be caused by
50Hz noise (or its higher harmonics) that are not completely
notched out by the bandpass filter properties of the condi-
tional average. The plot highlights the advantage of this anal-
ysis method: While no other radiometer calibration approach
known to the authors uses the data that is taken when the
horn pattern collects radiation from more than one reference
temperature, this method allows to estimate the effective tem-
perature (and corresponding uncertainties) reducing the over-
all uncertainty and predicting the frequency dependent beam
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FIG. 8. (a) shows the sensitive channel 23, while (b) depicts the
weakly sensitive channel 11. ϕ = 0 corresponds to a mirror posi-
tion “looking” at the center of the liquid nitrogen cold source. One
can see the measured (blue) conditionally averaged and binned sig-
nal for both channels. The predictions (orange) are 100 iid Monte
Carlo samples each, taken after the free parameters of the graph have
been set to their mean values (i. e. a point estimate of the posterior
predictive).
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width. However, one has to keep in mind that this is valid
only as long as the Jeans law approximation is valid. For the
radiometer and the reference temperatures used here this is a
very good approximation.

The kernel density estimation30,31 of the calibration fac-
tors given by the MCMC is shown in figure 10. One of the
strengths of an MCMC based evaluation is that one can get
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FIG. 10. The kernel density estimates of the MCMC samples of the
calibration factors of the strong channel 23, η

−1
23 , and the weak chan-

nel 11, η
−1
11 . It is clearly visible that the distribution of the weak

channel deviates from a normal distribution by having a pronounced
tail towards larger calibration factors. In contrast, the stronger chan-
nel closely follows a normal distribution.

posterior distributions that are non-Gaussian as well. How-
ever, in the case shown here a Gaussian fit is a reasonable ap-
proximation to the posterior for the strong channel 23, while
for channel 11 the posterior deviates notably from a Gaus-
sian distribution. To quantify the deviation for channel 11:
The mean of a Gaussian fit to the kernel density estimate is
3.03keV/V, while the maximum of the kernel density estimate
is at 2.92keV/V (roughly 96.4% of the Gaussian mean). For
the sake of simplicity the results of a Gaussian fit are used
for all higher level analysis, although it would mark a gain
in consistency, especially for the weak channels, to use the
asymmetric uncertainties originating from the MCMC.

A. Comparison of single and multi channel evaluation

As it is not ab initio clear how large the differences between
the models of varying complexity are, and thus which model
is appropriate for practice, a careful comparison is shown in
this section.

Figure 11a shows the calibration factor, which is the inverse
sensitivity, for each channel. One can see that the calibration
factors vary over more than two orders of magnitude. A sin-
gle mixer is used for the whole spectrum to allow for a better
correlation analysis19. This is unusual as many ECE systems
use multiple mixers to avoid frequencies above 18GHz af-
ter mixing32. The single mixer approach leads to interme-
diate frequencies up to 40GHz which need to be detected.
The low sensitivities for higher frequencies might at least par-
tially originate from different cables used for frequencies be-
low 18GHz (corresponding to frequencies below 140GHz in
the shown spectrum) and above 18GHz. The cable frequency
response damps higher frequencies more. The conversion ef-
ficiency of the extreme broadband mixer also drops for fre-
quencies above 140GHz. Individual diode sensitivities are
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FIG. 11. (a) shows the frequency dependent calibration factors as
obtained for single channel evaluations and the multi-channel anal-
ysis with and without a shared free parameter for the beam width.
The uncertainties are only shown for the multi-channel analysis with
a shared (and appropriately scaled) beam width, as this is the refer-
ence value for the relative uncertainty changes shown in (b). There,
the standard deviation of the specified models is normalised by the
standard deviation of the multi shared model. The given uncertainties
correspond to one standard deviation as calculated from the MCMC
samples. One can see that the single channel evaluation has the
largest uncertainties, as expected. For channels with low sensitiv-
ities the reductions in the uncertainties that occur when switching
from single channel evaluations to multi channel evaluations can be
significant, as the more sensitive channels provide information about
ϕ

geo
1 and ϕ

geo
2 . Using a common w reduces the uncertainties further,

but less drastically.

expected to play an important role as well.
Figure 11b shows the uncertainties of the different models,

normalised to the multi shared model. Going from the sin-
gle channel evaluation to a combined model yields substantial
decreases in the calibration factor uncertainties of insensitive
channels, although the uncertainties for these channels remain
very large. This phenomenon is most likely caused by the ad-
ditional information about the geometrical properties ϕgeo that
is mainly provided by stronger channels, helping the less sen-
sitive channels to determine the begin and end of the hot/cold
phases. Using a single beam parameter leads for a few chan-
nels to a small shift of the calibration factor, also reducing the
uncertainties slightly, but less drastic than the switch from the
single channel evaluation to a multi channel evaluation model.

Figure 12 shows the inferred intensity Gaussian beam width
for each ECE channel. The beam width has been measured
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FIG. 13. The inferred variance scaling factors α for the covariance is
a measure of the model uncertainty for each channel. For the ’multi
individual’ case there is no visible difference to the ’multi shared’
case, thus it has been omitted for the sake of clarity.

in the lab with a 140GHz source attached at the receiver
end of the antenna to be roughly (20.4 ± 0.2)mm at a dis-
tance of 37.5cm away from the minimum beam waist, inferred
with 10 million iterations of an MCMC of a simple Gaussian
squared forward model that adapts the prediction uncertain-
ties as well. This does not exactly match the distance at which
the microwave foam is located relative to the minimum beam
waist (which would be roughly 26cm to 32cm), but due to
the small divergence of the beam width the introduced error
is small. One can see that switching from the single channel
analysis to a combined channel analysis slightly decreases the
uncertainties for some less sensitive channels. In most cases
the beam width shifts slightly towards values closer to the di-
rectly measured width. If only a single beam width, scaled
according to equation 3, is used, the uncertainties get drasti-
cally reduced. The measured width is roughly 40 microme-
ter away from the predicted value by the model with a single
beam parameter, with prediction uncertainties on the order of
0.4mm.

The variance scaling factors for the different channels are
shown in figure 13. One can see that the values are not too far

away from 1, which indicates that the most relevant physic ef-
fects are considered. These values were reduced from values
typically around 2.6 at the begin of the first W7-X experimen-
tal campaign by two changes of the setup: i) the horn was
changed to include all polarizations and ii) the container for
the liquid nitrogen had a round aperture that was changed to
a rectangular aperture. The round aperture system was more
sensitive to misalignments of the mirror-antenna system. In-
deed an offset of around 3.5cm of the beam on the mirror
was measured for the calibration used for the first experimen-
tal campaign, but the asymmetry introduced in the signal was
not visible to the naked eye. As the physics for each chan-
nel should be similar, α should have similar values for the
different channels. A notable difference between the α val-
ues is an indication that different physics effects play a role,
or at least that these different effects are of different impor-
tance. One could expect that for channels with a small sen-
sitivity electronics effects are of larger importance, therefore
changing the variance scaling. Notable differences between
the models that couple the beam width of different channels
directly and those that do not, and between the individual and
multi-channel evaluations are not observed. The values on
the low field side (below 140GHz) scatter more and tend to
be larger. A potential source for this behaviour can be found
in hardware issues, respectively, implicit assumptions that are
violated more strongly for low field side channels, although
currently no such problem is known to the authors.

In summary, one can see that the single channel evaluation
is satisfactory in most cases. However, if time is not a critical
factor it is still beneficial to use a model combining the ECE
channels.

B. ECE Spectra

From the calibration procedure radiation temperature spec-
tra can be derived from the measurements done during a
plasma discharge. An example is shown in figure 14. The
data originates from a 3.8s long plasma discharge that was
heated on axis with electron cyclotron resonance heating34

(ECRH). The ECRH power was 2.5MW in the first phase and
was increased to roughly 5MW shortly after pellet fuelling
started. The line averaged electron density as measured by a
single channel dispersion interferometer35 rose during pellet
fuelling up to about 7×1019 m−2.

Channel 15 (138.26GHz) and 16 (139.06GHz) show a
very low sensitivity, leading to radiation temperatures above
20keV and uncertainties of several hundred percent. Conse-
quently, they were omitted in this plot. For channel 16 this
is expected, as the channels frequency band locates it in the
slope of the notch filter. Above 155GHz contributions from
the third harmonic X mode emission start to play a role. The
reconstruction of the electron temperature profile from the
spectrum will be discussed in a separate publication. Fig-
ure 15 shows a comparison of the ECE timetrace of a channel
close to the core to a Thomson scattering channel close to the
core. The deviations in the first second are probably caused by
the filters of the Thomson scattering system that lead to big
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FIG. 15. (a) shows the calibrated signal of an ECE channel close to
the core, compared with a central channel from the Thomson scatter-
ing system29 for the plasma discharge also shown in figure 14. The
line at 3.6s indicates the spectrum shown in figure 14. (b) depicts
the ECRH and line averaged density from the single channel disper-
sion interferometry. The ECRH blips are necessary for the collective
Thomson scattering diagnostic33.

uncertainties for electron temperatures above around 7keV.
The remaining seconds of the discharge show a good agree-
ment for a wide range of electron densities and multiple power
levels. Note that the Shafranov shift is small in W7-X36.

A comparison of the ECE radiation temperatures mapped
to the cold resonance with Thomson scattering diagnostic Te
is shown in figure 16. One can see that the radiation temper-
atures on the high field (inboard) side and the electron tem-
peratures measured by the Thomson scattering system agree
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FIG. 16. Comparison of an ECE cold resonance profile with a profile
from Thomson scattering. For a detailed discussion see section IV.

well, while the values on the low field side deviate notably.
However, this can be caused by many factors; For example,
the equilibrium chosen has a large influence on the position-
ing of the ECE, as the magnetic field gradient along the line
of sight is small, such that small changes of the magnetic flux
can change the position of the ECE channels drastically. Fur-
thermore, there is no automatic equilibrium reconstruction at
W7-X, so the equilibrium chosen here is determined automat-
ically from a precalculated number of reference equilibriums
and not ideal for the selected time point. In addition, the emis-
sion of the ECE stems, if radiation transport is taken into ac-
count, from behind the cold resonance, which would move
the low field (outboard) side ECE channels closer to ρ = 0.
Finally, the Thomson scattering diagnostic does not include
systematic uncertainties from their calibration procedure, so
these uncertainties represent a lower threshold. Therefore, one
cannot draw definite conclusions about the quality of the ECE
calibration from the comparison to the Te values measured by
Thomson scattering.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Bayesian Minerva model developed for the multi chan-
nel consistent calibration of a generic microwave radiometer
provides the sensitivities in an automated fashion, insensitive
to signal drifts on timescales > 1s. While a classical analy-
sis approach will yield comparable results (except for weak
channels, for which the models in this paper will yield clearly
better results), the approach presented in this paper lays out
the underlying assumptions more clearly, makes it more clear
to which extent the calibration procedure is understood and
provides a measure of the beam width. Also, classical er-
ror propagation is linear while a Bayesian analysis can handle
nonlinearities.

Moreover, it allows to obtain non-Gaussian posterior dis-
tributions for the calibration factors, although for the sensi-
tive channels in the radiometer studied a Gaussian distribution
provides an excellent fit to the posterior distribution.
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The ECE spectra obtained from typical W7-X plasmas do
not show unexpected or unphysical features. The uncertain-
ties are for reasonably sensitive channels typically on the or-
der of 6%. While the high dimensional (98D) model pro-
vides in principle the highest consistency, a comparison to the
much quicker and parallelized single channel evaluation (4D
for each channel) yields only little differences, justifying the
use of the simpler approach.

Further improvements could be achieved by applying neu-
ral networks, as described in Pavone et. al.25. It also would
be interesting to use the calibration model in combination
with a plasma model containing predictions for Thomson scat-
tering and ECE, guaranteeing consistent calibration factors
across different diagnostic systems with the models presented
in this paper providing the tested and prepared ECE calibra-
tion branch.
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Appendix: Temperature dependence of the prediction

For a specific channel i the predicted signal in bit is de-
scribed via equation (9). Given a linear sensitivity, this equa-
tion can be rewritten to

f pred
i (ϕ) = Teff,i(ϕ)η̃i (A.1)

=
∆siTeff,i(ϕ)

T hot
eff −T cold

eff
. (A.2)

As we do subtract the offset of the measured signal, we end
up with

f pred
i (ϕ)− f̄ pred

i = ∆si

(
Teff,i(ϕ)

T hot
eff −T cold

eff
−
(

β − γ

n

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

offset

)
, (A.3)

where

β =
T hot

eff

T hot
eff −T cold

eff
,

γ : number of entries for the cold vector,
n : number of entries for the cold and the hot vector.

As all effective temperatures are between T cold
eff and T hot

eff , they
can be expressed by β −δ with δ ∈ [0,1]. Thus, the predicted

signal can be written as

f pred
i (ϕ)− f̄ pred

i = ∆si

(
β −δ −

(
β − γ

n

))
(A.4)

= ∆si

(
γ

n
−δ

)
. (A.5)

Thus, the predicted signal does not depend on the absolute
values of the effective temperature for a linear sensitivity.

Appendix: Details to calibration model

This section will go into details of the nodes shown in fig-
ure 6. The chopper channel needs to be set to the ECE chan-
nel that records the chopper signal. The calibration segments
needs to be set to the nanosecond that the calibration starts and
the nanosecond at which it ended. The radiometer settings are
stored on the database and are fetched from there for the chan-
nel specific datasource. The datasource does the fetching of
metadata and necessary preprocessing like the conditional av-
eraging described in section III B (which got a separate node
in figure 6 for the sake of clarity).

TH2O represents a normal distribution with a mean of 280K
and a standard deviation of 10K. The mean value has been
guessed, as the vapour will not have a temperature substan-
tially above 0 ◦C. To take into account that this guess is very
uncertain, a conservatively estimated standard deviation of
10K was assumed.

εH2O represents a uniform distribution ranging from 0.01
to 0.03 with an initial guess of 0.02. Also, these values have
been guessed.

εmirror represents a uniform distribution ranging from 0.01
to 0.03 with an initial guess of 0.02. Also, these values have
been guessed.

TLN2 represents a normal distribution with a mean of 77.2K,
which is the temperature of boiling nitrogen, and a standard
deviation of 0.5K as the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen
is well known.

T hot
eff represents a normal distribution with a mean of

294.45K, which is the temperature in the torus hall, and a
standard deviation of 3.5K as a conservative estimate of the
uncertainties.

T cold
eff Corresponds to equation 5.

∆Teff is calculated by T hot
eff −T cold

eff .
ϕeff

1 is a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 2π/6 with
a starting value of 0.3832, which has been found empirically
to be a good starting point.

ϕeff
2 is a uniform distribution ranging from 10π/6 to 2π

with a starting value of 5.95973, which has been found empir-
ically to be a good starting point.

# bins is the number of bins used for the conditional averag-
ing. If it is set to 0, which is the default, a reasonable number
is calculated from the average number of data points recorded
during one mirror rotation.

∆si represents the bit dip and is a uniform distribution rang-
ing from 0 to 50000 with a starting value determined dynam-
ically for each channel from the datasource.
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wi represents the beam width and is a uniform distri-
bution ranging from 0.05 to 0.3 with a starting value of
0.15384615384. The values are in radians. The initial guess
corresponds to about 20mm.

αi represents the variance scaling and is a uniform distribu-
tion ranging from 0.01 to 1000 with a starting value of 2.

bi is the bit to volt factor and is a normal distribution
with a mean of 3.71333× 10−4 and a standard deviation of
3.71333 × 10−6. This values stem form separate measure-
ments.

λi is the factor that corrects the systematic differences be-
tween the invessel and the calibration optical system, see fig-
ure 2. It is a normal distribution with the mean at the channel
specific measured correction factor and corresponding stan-
dard deviation.

1/η̃i corresponds to equation 6.
1/ηi corresponds to equation 10.
Teff,i(ϕ) corresponds to equation 7.
f pred
i (ϕ) corresponds to equation 9.

f meas
i (ϕ) corresponds to measured and conditionally aver-

aged data (see the description of the datasource).
αiσ

2
i corresponds to variance as estimated from the condi-

tional averaging, multiplied by the variance scaling factor α .
Lastly, the observation corresponds to a multivariate normal

distribution with the mean set to the predicted values, a vari-
ance as given by αiσ

2
i and the actual value set to the observed

values, f meas
i (ϕ).
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